By an 'operator algebra' we shall mean a subalgebra saf of the algebra SBtfP) of bounded operators on a Hubert space & , together with the matrix normed structure sé inherits from ¿S^).
By an 'operator algebra' we shall mean a subalgebra $f of the algebra £¡8(%A) of bounded operators on a Hubert space %f, together with the matrix normed structure sf inherits from £¡S(%A). A unital operator algebra is an operator algebra with an identity of norm 1. Note that we do not require the algebra to be self-adjoint or uniformly closed. Such algebras were characterized abstractly in [1] up to complete isometric isomorphism. In this paper we study commutativity for operator algebras, and we give a characterization of commutative unital operator algebras and a characterization of unital uniform algebras.
We begin with some definitions (see also [6, 15, 18] ). If & is a Hubert space, and if A%(%A) is the algebra of bounded operators on %A, then the algebra JAn(AA § (ß?)) of n x n matrices with entries in £¡ §(A%f) has a natural norm || • ||" , namely via the identification JAn(A2 §(%A)) with A$(^n)), where ß^(n) is the direct sum of n copies of ßf. A linear subspace X of ¿2 §(ß?) inherits this natural norm on the space JAn(X) ; we call X, or more precisely the pair (X, || • ||n), an operator space. Also T is said to be a complete contraction if \\T\\cb < 1 , and a complete isometry if each Tn is an isometry.
If (X, Il • ||n) is an operator space then we define X , the opposite operator space to X, to be the operator space (X, \\ • ||°p) where ll[*yC = »ML for [Xjj] G JAn(X). If sai is a C*-algebra then séop may be identified with the C* -algebra which has the same Banach space structure as sé , but with the reversed multiplication.
If X is an operator space contained in a C*-algebra sé then Xop may be identified as a subspace of the C*-algebra séop . We define SYM(X), the symmetrized space of X, to be the operator space (X, max{|| • ||n, || • ||°p}). If X is contained in a C*-algebra sé then this operator space is readily identified as the subspace {(x,x)gs/ ®s/°p:xgX} of sé © sé°p (where © is the direct sum of C*-algebras). We say that an operator space X is symmetric if the identity mapping X -> SYM(X) is a complete isometry; or in other words if || • \\n = || • ||°p for each n .
T. Okayusu showed in [13] that a C*-algebra is symmetric if and only if it is a commutative algebra. J. Tomiyama proved a related result in [21] . Notice that not every commutative unital operator algebra is symmetric. To see this let X he any operator space which is not symmetric, and suppose X C AA8(ßif). The subalgebra of JA2(£$(ß?)) consisting of elements of the form X x 0 X\ ' for A g C and x g X , is unital and commutative, but not symmetric. Proposition 1. If sé is an operator algebra then séop is an operator algebra with the reversed multiplication.
Proof. This is simply the fact that if sé is a subalgebra of a C* -algebra AA § then séop with the reversed multiplication is a subalgebra of the C*-algebra 3 §op.
We shall also need the following fact. Proposition 2. A surjective unital complete isometry of unital operator algebras is an isomorphism.
Proof. Let sé and £$ be unital operator algebras and suppose 4*: sé -► AAS is a unital complete isometry. Suppose se ç AA8(ß?) ; we may assume without loss of generality that the identity operator Ir is the identity of sé . Define a new pseudo-multiplication m on sé by m(ax, a2) -4/_ (yV(ax)vV(a2)) for ax, a2 G sé . Now m is completely contractive as a bilinear map, and has identity 1^ . [1, Corollary 2.4] shows that both m and the usual multiplication on sé are the restriction to sé of the multiplication on the injective envelope of sé (which is a C*-algebra).
Remark. We note that the above proposition also appears in [7] with a different proof, and was discovered independently. Subsequently V. I. Paulsen has pointed out to the author that the result follows readily from [9, 4.1 and 4.2] and considering the C*-envelopes of sé a-sé* and AAS+AM*. The proposition may be viewed as the noncommutative generalization of Nagasawa's result for uniform algebras: a unital isometry of unital uniform algebras is a homomorphism [12] . Indeed the last statement follows immediately from the proposition and [15, Theorem 3.9].
Okayusu used Kadison's result on isometries between C*-algebras [11] to prove that symmetry implies commutativity for C*-algebras. The same reasoning, using Proposition 2, gives the result for unital operator algebras: Theorem 3. Let sé be a unital operator algebra. The following are equivalent:
(i) sé is a commutative algebra, (ii) sé with the reversed multiplication is an operator algebra, (iii) séop is an operator algebra with the usual multiplication of sé , (iv) SYM(sé) is an operator algebra with the usual multiplication of sé , (v) SYM(sé) is an operator algebra with the reversed multiplication.
Remark. We reiterate our convention that an 'operator algebra' is a subalgebra of some B(ßf) together with the accompanying matrix norms. Thus, for example, condition (ii) above means that the underlying operator space of sé , considered together with the reversed multiplication, is completely isometrically isomorphic to a subalgebra of some Aiä(ßiA) ; or equivalently [1] , that the reversed multiplication is completely contractive.
Proof of Theorem 3. That (ii) is equivalent to (iii) and that (iv) is equivalent to (v) follows from Proposition 1. Clearly (i) implies (ii), and Proposition 2 shows that (ii) implies (i). Since (ii) implies (i) it follows that either of the equivalent conditions (iv) or (v) will imply the commutativity of SYM(j/) (from which (i) follows). Thus it is only necessary to show that (iii) implies (iv). However since SYM(j/) is completely isometrically imbedded in the direct sum sé ©^ séop via the map a -» a® a the desired conclusion follows.
We are now able to characterize the unital symmetric operator algebras.
Corollary 4. If sé is a unital symmetric operator algebra then sé is a commutative algebra. Conversely, if sé is a commutative operator algebra then SYM(j/) is a commutative symmetric operator algebra.
Remark. The results above are probably true for nonunital algebras, but we are unable to give a proof.
Recall that a uniform algebra is a uniformly closed subalgebra of the algebra of continuous functions on a compact Hausdorff space. In fact we shall not require that the algebra be uniformly closed. Now a uniform algebra sé has a natural operator space structure, inherited from the containing commutative C*-algebra. When considering a uniform algebra as an operator space it shall always be with reference to this particular structure.
More generally, if X is any normed linear space then there is a canonical 'smallest' operator space structure on X. This is the one obtained by considering I asa subspace of C(BALL(X*)), the space of continuous functions on the compact Hausdorff space which is the unit ball of the dual space of X with the weak* topology. We denote this operator space by MIN(A"). Equivalently, one may specify the matrix norms by the identification JAn(MlN(X)) = J*n ®¿ X, where X is the injective tensor norm (see [6] ). If sé is a uniform algebra considered as an operator space as in the preceding paragraph then sé = MlN(sé), of course.
We shall call an operator space which is of the form MIN(A'), for some normed space X, a commutative operator space. The following result shows that the word 'commutative' here is less ambiguous than it might seem at first sight.
Theorem 5. Let sé be a unital operator algebra which is a commutative operator space. Then sé is completely isometrically isomorphic to a uniform algebra.
Proof. It is easy to see from Corollary 4 that sé is a commutative algebra; however, we shall require a different approach to show that sé is actually a uniform algebra.
Suppose £% is the injective envelope of sé [19] . It is shown in [1, Corollary 2.4] that AA § is a C*-algebra containing sé asa subalgebra. Now sé considered as a normed space possesses an injective envelope E [4, 10], and it is not hard to see that MIN(£') is an injective envelope for the operator space sé . By the uniqueness of injective envelopes AAe = MIN(£) completely isometrically, so that A% is a commutative operator space. Thus by Corollary 4 (or indeed by Okayusu's result, or by [20, Theorem 4.14] ) it follows that AA § is a commutative C*-algebra. Thus AA § is of the form C(Cl) for some compact Hausdorff space Cl ; since sé is a subalgebra of £@ we see that sé is a uniform algebra.
Remark. The unital assumption is critical here. For if X is a commutative operator space contained in 3 §(ßtA) say, and if sé is the algebra of elements of JA2(AA §(ßT)) of the form "0 x" 0 oj ' where x G X , then sé is a commutative operator space and an operator algebra, but obviously not a uniform algebra.
In [8] Grothendieck defined a tensor norm H on the algebraic tensor product X ® Y of two normed spaces X and Y. This norm, corresponding to factorization through a Hubert space, is also known as y2 [17] ; and it may be defined as follows:
||M||// = inf|sup| í¿|/(x,)|2J (¿Istrf for u G X ® Y, where the supremum is taken over all / g BALL(X*) and all g G BALL(Y*), and the infimum is taken over all representations u = ¿Z"=xxi®yi of u.
The Haagerup operator space tensor norm || • ||A was introduced in [5, 16] . Now if X and Y are any two normed spaces we may regard them as commutative operator spaces in the way outlined above, and form the Haagerup tensor product MIN(Ar)rgi/l MIN(Y). This is again an operator space [16] , but will not in general be a commutative operator space. Now consider MIN(X)(8>AMIN(y) regarded as a normed vector space. This is the (uncompleted) tensor product of the normed spaces X and Y with respect to a certain normed space tensor norm which we now identify. We recall that if sé is a normed algebra and if a is the tensor norm defined on sé ® sé then sé is called an a-algebra if the canonical map sé ® A -> sé given by a®b -> ab is a contraction when sé®sé is equipped with the a norm. A. M. Tonge [22] characterized unital uniform algebras up to isometric isomorphism by showing that they were precisely the ú?2-algebras (where d2 is a tensor norm which we shall not define here).
An easy consequence of the main theorem in [ 1 ] is the following characterization of unital uniform algebras. Theorem 7. A unital normed algebra sé is isometrically isomorphic to a uniform algebra if and only if it is an H-algebra.
Proof. The necessity is obvious; indeed any uniform algebra is a A-algebra. Conversely if sé is a unital //-algebra then by Proposition 6 the canonical map MYN(sé) ®h MIN(ja/) -► MIN(j/) is contractive, and consequently completely contractive by [15, Theorem 3.9] . Now it follows from [1] that MIN(j/) is an operator algebra, and Theorem 5 shows that sé is a uniform algebra. Remark 1. It is not necessary to assume that sé is associative in Theorem 7. However the example following Theorem 5 and [ 1, Example 4.1 ] shows that the unital condition cannot be removed.
Remark 2. Theorem 7 is the commutative analogue of the characterization of uniform algebras given in [1] . Indeed the main result of [1] may be rephrased as follows: a unital L°°-Banach algebra is an operator algebra if and only if it is a 'matricial' || • ^-algebra. Carne showed in [3] that the class of operator algebras cannot be described by a single Banach space tensor norm; this does not contradict the above. Parrott's example [14, 15] of a uniform algebra with a contractive homomorphism which is not completely contractive shows that we cannot expect a completely isometric isomorphism in Theorem 7.
Remark 3. Since Grothendieck's H tensor norm is dominated by the d2 norm it is clear that Theorem 7 follows from Tonge's result, at least in the case when sé is associative. However the proof given here is conceptually very simple, and besides treats the nonassociative case.
